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Abstract 

 
Location Based Service (LBS) is an information and entertainment service; used or accessible by mobile 

users/devices through mobile network and ability to make use of geographic position of the mobile device. 

It is a service where mobile users get benefits by using the services provided by it. LBS use spatial data i.e. 

is available on mobile device to anyone, anywhere and anytime. 

 

Today’s location-sensitive service relies on user’s mobile device to determine the current location. This 

allows malicious users to access a restricted resource or provide bogus alibis by cheating on their locations. 

To address this issue a Privacy-Preserving Location Proof Updating System is proposed in which co-

located mobile devices mutually generate location proofs and send updates to a location proof server. 

Periodically changed pseudonyms are used by the mobile devices to protect source location privacy from 

each other and from the untrusted location proof server. Colluding Attacks is detected. This method can be 

implemented with existing network infrastructure, and can be easily deployed in co-located mobile devices 

with little computation or power cost. Extensive experimental results show that the proposed system can 

effectively provide location proofs, significantly preserve the source location privacy and effectively detect 

colluding attacks. 
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1. Introduction 

 
This chapter includes the definition of Location Based Service (LBS), the components of LBS system. It 

explains about the problem statement and objective of this paper.   

 

1.1 Overview of LBS 

 
Location Based Service (LBS) is an information and entertainment service, used or accessible by mobile 

users/devices through mobile network and has the ability to make use of geographic position of the mobile 

device. It is a service where mobile users get benefits by using the services provided by it. LBS use spatial 

data i.e. is available on mobile device to anyone, anywhere and anytime. Some kinds of LBS services 

include Safety, Emergency, Tracking, Navigation, Information guide and so on. LBS refer to a set of 

application that accomplishes the knowledge of the geographical position of a mobile device in order to 

provide services based on that information. Services provide or offer many benefits to the user. For 

example, Profile changer based on place or area, Location tracking of a person or friend, nearest friend 

notification reminder. LBS include services to identify the location of a person or object, such as 

discovering the nearest banking cash machine or the where about of a friend or employee and also include 

services for requesting maps for navigation and driving direction.  

An LBS requires five basic components: the service provider's software application, a mobile network to 

transmit data and requests for service, a content provider to supply the end user with geo-specific 

information, a positioning component (see GPS) and the end user's mobile device. 

 

 1.2 Problem Statement 

 
Today’s location-sensitive service relies on user’s mobile device to determine the current location. This 

allows malicious or unauthorized users to access a restricted resource or provide bogus alibis by cheating 

on their locations. Given a set of mobile devices and server, the location proofs is provided and care must 

be taken to preserve the source location privacy, and detect colluding attacks over location-based services 

which help in finding out the location of a person or an object.  

 

1.3 Objective 

 
 The aim of this work is to develop a location proof updating protocol which leverages a user’s cell phone 

and pseudonym to preserve the location privacy and detection of colluding attacks. The main concept of 

this protocol is to transmitting the location information in the encrypted format. It involves the new 

component, the cell phone, which is used to fetch the location proof, which request for providing location 

proof to its neighboring nodes and updates to the server. 

 

 

 2. Proposed System 

 
 This chapter includes the complete working of the proposed system and its sub modules. The system 

provides the improved level of preserving privacy of mobile device as shown in the Figure 1. 
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.  

Figure 1. Architecture of the Proposed System 

 

In the above architecture diagram there are five modules in the proposed system. 

 

1) Prover Module 

2) Witness Module 

3) Server Module 

4) Verifier Module 

5) Certificate Authority (CA) Module 

 

1) Prover Module 

 

The Prover node will register with CA. After registering with the CA, the Prover will receive ‘m’ 

pseudonyms, a public and private key pair. The Prover wants to access a particular kind of location based 

service, then that service/application will ask the Prover to provide his/her location proof to access the 

service/application. 

The Prover will broadcast the message requesting location proof to neighboring nodes that includes Prover 

Pseudonym (Pprov) and Prover Random number (Rprov). It will wait for the response from the neighboring 

nodes. After getting the response from neighboring nodes/witness, the Prover will update to the server.  

 

Algorithm: 

Input: Requesting Location Proof to the neighboring nodes 

Output: Accumulated encrypted location proof data from all the neighboring nodes  

1. Register with CA 

2. Get the Pseudonyms, a public and private key pair from CA 

3. Start 

4. While Request Location enabled 

5. Do  

6. Send “loc” message as a request to witnesses // neighboring nodes// 

7. If request accepted 

8. Collect data from witnesses 

9. Send resultant data to server (Pprov || Rprov || Proof) 
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10. Else 

11. Wait for time t 

12. Enable RequestLocation 

13. End 

14. End  

 

2) Witness Module 

 

Witness also registers with the CA and obtain m pseudonym, a public and private key pair. The Witness 

receives message from neighboring node requesting to provide location proof to access the particular 

service. After receiving the message, the Witness will generate the message that includes Prover 

Pseudonym (Pprov), Prover Random number (Rprov) and their shared location (L). 

Message (M) = Pprov || Rprov || L                         

Next, the creates the proof which include Witness Pseudonym (Pwitt), signed message by Witness (Switt(M)), 

hashed message (H(M)) and time stamp of Witness (Twitt). Finally it encrypts the entire data using server’s 

public key. 

  Proof = Eserv(Pwitt || Switt(M) || H(M))          (1) 

After creating this proof, it will send to the Prover/ neighboring node from where it had got location proof 

request. 

 

Algorithm: 
Input: Receive Location Proof Request 

Output: Generate proof in encrypted data  

1. Register with CA  

2. Get Pseudonyms + Public Key + Private Key from CA 

3. for each request from prover 

4. if ( req==”loc”) then 

5. Create Message M should contain (Pprov || Rprov || L) 

6. Generate Location Proof, includes (Pwitt || S(M) || H(M) || Twitt)(Hashing is done using SHA-256) 

7. Encrypt proof using server’s public key (Eserv)(Using RSA Algorithm) 

8. Send Proof to Prover.   

9. End 

10. End 

 

 

3) Server Module 

 

It is the one where the user wants to access the service/ application provided by it. When a user wants to 

access the service the Server will ask the user to provide location proof. Then that user (Prover) will request 

his/her neighboring nodes to provide the location proof to access this service. After receiving the reply 

from neighboring nodes, the Prover will update to the server to access the service. After receiving proof 

from Prover, the server will decrypt the proof, which is encrypted using Server’s public key. Later after 

decrypting the data it will send a notification to the Verifier to verify the node whether proof is valid or not. 

Server will wait for the Verifier reply. 

 

4) Verifier Module 

 

CA will authenticate the Verifier first. Verifier receives a notification from the server about some user to 

verify. Notification details contains hashed value of M (H(M)), Prover Pseudonym (Pprov) and Prover 

Random Number (Rprov). 

Notification = H(M) || Pprov || Rprov        (2) 

 

Verifier sends the Prover Pseudonym (Pprov) to the CA to get the details. If it is a registered user, the CA 

will send the details to Verifier. After getting the location details from CA, it will generate the hash code of 

Prover Pseudonym (Pprov), Prover Random number (Rprov) and the location which is given by CA. 

H’(M) = Pprov || Rprov || L                    (3) 
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After generating hash code, the Verifier matches with the hash code given by the server. If it matches, then 

it is a valid proof or else it is invalid proof.  

H’(M) = H(M)                                  (4) 

 

Algorithm for server and verification 

Input: Encrypted data 

Output: Valid location 

1. Read aggregated data (encrypted) from prover 

2. Decrypt the proof from Prover 

3. For each data 

4. Separate into prover, witness, encrypted message and timestamp 

5. Initialize status= “not verified” 

6. if(status == “not verified”) 

7. Verifier(); //call to verifier  

8. Collect data from CA 

9. Send “getdata” request to CA 

10. If request accepted 

11. Get details from CA 

12. Convert received data using SHA-256 

13. Verify both hash code data (newly created = received from server) 

14. If status= valid hash code 

15. Send “valid” message to server 

16. Else 

17. Send “invalid” message to server 

18. End 

19. End 

20. End 

 

5) CA Module 

 

CA will generate m Pseudonyms, a public and private key pair to the mobile devices who had registers to 

it. CA first authenticates the Verifier. When the Verifier will ask the details about a particular mobile node 

using his/her Pseudonym to CA. CA first check its database whether it is a registered mobile node. If it is 

registered it will send location details to the Verifier. 

3. Results and Discussions  

The following explanation presents the results obtained from the developed system and discusses the same. 

 

 
Figure 2. Interface of Proposed System 
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Figure 2 shows the index/ home page of proposed system, it contains Home, New User, User Login, Server 

Login, CA and Verifier. Each module performs task based on the requirement. All the mobile users have to 

register with the CA. 

 

 
Figure 3. Registration of Mobile Users 

 

Figure 3 shows the registration page where all the mobile nodes are going to register them. Here the mobile 

node registers using his/her details. 

 

 
Figure 4. Generation of Keys 

 
After the registration of mobile users with CA, the CA will generate Pseudonyms, a Public and Private key 

pair. The CA only knows real identity between real name and its pseudonyms.  

 

 
Figure 5. Profile of Mobile User 

 

After registering with CA, the CA will generate Pseudonyms, a Public and Private key pair. Figure 5 shows 

the keys generated by CA. Public and Private are generated using RSA Algorithm. 

From the above figure we can see 

Pseudo_Name1: Shruthi 

Pseudo_Name1: Lakshmi 

Pseudo_Name1: Sujatha 

Pseudo_Name1: Amrutha, and public & private key pair. 
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Figure 6. Request for Accessing Service 

 
The Prover will login  and want to access particular kind of service. The application/service will ask 

user/prover to provide location proof. To access a service he have to proof his location. Now the prover 

will ask his/her neighboring nodes to be as his/her location proof witness. The prover will broadcast his/her 

message for requesting to provide location proof. The neighboring nodes within the range will receive this 

message. 

Requesting Message Contains = Pprov || Rprov 

 

For Example: Prover’s Pseudonym (Pprov) = Shruthi 

Prover’s Random Number (Rprov) = 3902 

 

 
Figure 7. Message Received to Neighboring Node 

 

The prover will request the neighboring nodes to provide location proof. The neighboring nodes who are 

within the range will receive this message. The neighboring node will get Prover Pseudonym (Pprov), Prover 

Random number (Rprov). 

 

 
Figure 8. Witness Generating Proof to Prover 

 

As the Witness, receives the message from the prover, the witness will generate a proof. The Witness first 

create a message and later generate a proof. 

Message (M) = Pprov || Rprov || L 

   After creating message, the Witness will generate a proof which includes signing and hashing of message 

and also contains Witness Pseudonym and Current Time stamp (Twitt). After creating proof, Witness will 

encrypt wit Server’s public key and send to Prover. 

Proof = Eserv(Pwitt || S(M) || H(M) || Twitt)  

For Example: Witness Pseudonym (Pwitt) = Indhu, Message (M) = Pprov || Rprov || L 
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H(M)=010wis010wi1isde10a1c1swi9133b7dhbyt1er1ue1e8e... 

It is a Hash code generated using SHA-256. 

Timestamp of Witness (Twitt) = 13:27:26 

After encrypting the complete data using RSA algorithm. 

 

 
Figure 9. Reply Received by a Prover 

 

After receiving a Reply from Witness, the Prover is responsible to update a proof to the server. 

 

 
Figure 10. Server Receives a Proof from Prover 

 

Server will receive a proof from the respected Prover. After receiving Proof, Server will decrypt the proof. 

After decrypting, the proof is displayed in the form of Hash codes. Later, the Server will send a notification 

to the verifier to verify the proof. The notification includes the following terms. 

 

Notification = Pprov || Rprov || H(M)   

 

 
Figure 11. Notification from Server 

 

The Verifier will receive a notification from the server to check a respected Prover. Firstly, the Verifier will 

request CA to provide location details of particular pseudonym. The verifier will wait for the CA reply. 

 

 
Figure 12. CA Receives Request from Verifier 
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CA receives a request from Verifier. Firstly CA checks its database to confirm whether the node is 

registered or not based on the given pseudonym from the Verifier. If it is a registered node it will give 

details or else it will send data as invalid node. 

 

 
Figure 13. Verifier Receives Data from CA 

After receiving data from CA, the Verifier will convert the location details from CA, Prover Pseudonym 

and Random Number into hash code. Verifies this newly generated hash code with received hash code from 

server. If both match, then it is a valid proof or else invalid proof. 

H’(M) = Pprov || Rprov || L(Received from CA) 

Verifies     H(M) = H’(M) 

 

 
Figure 14. Received Results from Verifier 

 
Server receives a verified result from Verifier. Based on results received, the Server will give acceptance 

and reject to the prover to access the service. 

 

 4. Conclusions and Future Work 

 
Towards maximizing the privacy of location of mobile user is achieved. In this paper mobile devices 

generate location proofs and upload to the location proof server which is presented. Server sends a 

notification to the Verifier. An authorized verifier retrieves location details of particular node from the CA 

to verify the location of a user. After verification, valid location will be stored back in the server. It also 

guarantees the user location privacy from every party. Experimental results show that the proposed system 

can provide location proofs effectively, significantly preserve the source location privacy and effectively 

detect colluding attacks. 

 

4.1 Future Enhancement 

 
This work can be extended by implementing Elliptic Curve Cryptography to reduce the computation power 

in mobile devices as this technique can provide security with much lesser key length compared to that of 

RSA. In addition the system can be used to continuously update the location proofs when the user changes 

his location. The attacks can also be detected using correlation clustering technique. The proposed 

application can be extended to be used in android platform. This can be extended to cross platform 

application which provides exposure to wide range of users. 
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